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Abstract—Deploying large numbers of unmanned aerial ve-
hicles (UAVs) within a region can result in an overcrowded
radio frequency (RF) spectrum, requiring UAVs to coordinate
frequency selection and mobility to prevent data loss. Current
work in interference coordination for multi-UAV systems reduces
interference through the use of either trajectory and power
control or channel assignments, but not both. We propose a
novel controller which selects channels, creates trajectories, and
controls transmit power for each UAV to increase the networking
capacity of a multi-UAV system. Results show that the proposed
controller yields 27% increased network capacity over state
of the art UAV frequency reuse algorithms, 152% increased
network capacity over state of the art UAV trajectory and power
controllers, and 135% faster control overall.

Index Terms—Frequency reuse, Interference coordination,
UAVs

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are versatile for aerial

monitoring [1], disaster response [2][3][4], and surveillance

applications [5] due to their ability to move between and

gather information from multiple points of interest. Quadro-

tors in particular have fine control over positioning and strong

line of sight (LOS) link propagation characteristics. However,

LOS links introduce the challenge of interference coordination

for UAVs sharing the same channel. For example, consider

when multiple UAVs are communicating with ground users

in emergency response or surveillance applications. UAVs

may communicate over orthogonal channels or compete for a

limited number of shared channels, where cross-interference

degrades the rate of information transfer.

Previous work in trajectory and power control has tried

to solve interference coordination on a single channel [6],

but trajectories and powers can often be tuned further given

a multi-channel assignment. On the other hand, frequency

reuse has been studied for a single band channel assignment

given trajectories [7][12], but these trajectories are static and

single band channel assignment forces usage of uniform path

loss characteristics. Combining the approaches is non-trivial

since the resulting problem is non-convex and computationally

expensive to solve.

Recent developments in low-power, low-cost, and long-

range radios have enabled rapid spectrum sensing [8] and soft-

ware control over RF inferfaces such as frequency, gains, and
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bandwidth. These allow us to make systems more frequency-

agile, which is useful for overcoming unexpected interference

and handling distributed spectrum allocation in dynamic en-

vironments. Our proposed controller utilizes this frequency-

agility to both avoid channel collisions and assign frequencies

from multiple bands, which have differing bandwidth and

path loss characteristics. It is important to jointly consider

the mobility and connectivity problems, as this leads to better

trajectories and interference coordination than approaches

which consider them separately.

Contributions. Our proposed frequency-aware trajectory

power controller (FTPC) tackles trajectory, power control,

and frequency allocation, which have not been previously

combined, resulting in a solution that outperforms existing

methods while addressing new considerations in channel

propagation characteristics and frequency reuse. To manage

the complexity, we formulate the problem as an alternating

optimization that iteratively solves channel assignment and

trajectory-power control out to a time horizon. Channel as-

signment is a combinatorial problem that assigns frequen-

cies to vehicle-user links to maximize the spatial reuse of

frequencies across the region of operation. Trajectory-power

control assigns trajectories and transmission powers to each

vehicle, and is solved by a successive convex approximation to

maximize the overall rate of information transfer. We evaluate

the proposed FTPC in simulation against a state-of-the-art

trajectory and power controller (TPC) [6] and a graph-coloring

frequency reuse algorithm (GCA) [7] on a problem where

UAVs are linked to ground users, comparing the sum rate

of information transfer. We demonstrate that the proposed

controller is able to achieve 27% increased network capacity

over GCA [7] and 152% increased network capacity over TPC

[6] due to frequency reuse and cross-interference reduction,

while speeding up control by 135%.

II. RELATED WORK

Trajectory and power control for UAVs has been imple-

mented with both alternating and joint optimization controllers

[9][10][11]. The state-of-the-art work involves a successive

convex approximation that maximizes the rate of information

transfer between UAVs and ground terminals, which runs

faster than similar alternating optimization controllers [6].

Solutions for trajectory and power are computed out to a time

horizon in discrete time steps. Our proposed work extends [6]
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The benefit of mobile vehicles is that they can move to

improve their channel capacity. Frequencies, trajectories, and

transmit powers are defined over a given time horizon for T

discrete intervals, which models the battery life of an aerial

vehicle. The problem is defined as choosing frequencies fi[t],
trajectories qi[t], and transmit powers pti[t] for every UAV

xi such that the UAVs achieve the highest total throughput

possible for a set of user-UAV pairs. The objective function

is to maximize the aggregate sum rate of information transfer

over the time period 0≤ t≤ T . This translates to better link

capacities between UAVs and users, which can be expressed

mathematically as follows:

argmax
fi[t],pt

i
[t],qi[t]

T
∑

t=1

N
∑

i=1

Ci[t]

subject to qi[t] ∈ A fi[t] ∈ F

||qi[t]− qi[t− 1]||2 ≤ vmax

0 ≤ pti[t] ≤ Pmax

Eq. (1), (3)

∀ i ∈ N, t ∈ T

(4)

Here, Ci[t] is calculated using the capacity from Eq. (3) as

evaluated at a time point t, which can be expressed in terms of

fi[t], pi[t], and qi[t] by substituting for appropriate variables.

The movement of the aerial vehicle is limited such that the

distance between any two consecutive points cannot exceed a

maximum velocity constraint vmax. This problem is difficult

to solve optimally since the trajectories and powers depend

on channel assignments, while channel assignments depend

on trajectories and powers. The channel assignment problem

alone is combinatorial, so as the size of the problem increases,

it becomes critical to rely on heuristic algorithms for choosing

frequencies, trajectories, and powers.

A. Proposed Controller

The proposed controller starts with an initial trajectory and

power assignment initialization where vehicles move directly

towards the associated ground users at maximum speed vmax

and gradually increase their transmission power as they get

close. This initial set of trajectories and powers is usually a

feasible solution to the trajectory power controller successive

convex approximation and speeds up convergence by ending

in a configuration where each UAV hovers as close as possible

to their associated user. This maximizes the instantaneous sum

rate of information transfer for each link and is typically very

close to the optimal hovering locations. This is also defined

over a time horizon such that the controller can take user

movements and changes in the radio frequency spectrum into

account in the next time period. The proposed controller then

applies an alternating optimization with the following two

steps until the channel assignment stops changing.

• Obtain a channel assignment given trajectories and pow-

ers using an adaptive band graph coloring algorithm.

The trajectories and transmission powers impact the

frequency selection due to cross-interference from inter-

vehicle and vehicle-user proximity.

• Obtain trajectories and transmission power given a chan-

nel assignment by performing a joint trajectory and

power optimization for each channel via successive con-

vex approximation.

The resulting set of channel assignments, trajectories, and

powers at the end of the second step is used in evaluation

of cost. Convergence occurs when the channel assignment

remains the same between two iterations, as the same chan-

nel assignment results in the same set of trajectories and

powers. Furthermore, convergence is guaranteed since both

steps reduce the overall cost of the objective function, and

will eventually reach a point where it is unable to do so.

The next subsections outline the proposed channel assignment

algorithm and trajectory power optimizations.

B. Adaptive Band Channel Assignment

Frequencies from different bands (e.g. 2.4 and 5 GHz) have

different propagation characteristics, and therefore different

optimal frequency reuse spacings. Since signal degredation

is proportional to f2
i and d2ii, more UAVs can be assigned

higher frequency channels at shorter separation distances with

comparable interference levels to those on lower frequency

channels at longer distance.

The goal of the proposed controller is to assign a chan-

nel to each UAV from the given set of frequencies F =
{f1, f2, ...fN} that both maximizes frequency reuse and bal-

ances a minimum tolerable signal-to-interference-noise ratio

for each frequency dependent on the distance between po-

tentially interfering vehicles. We perform channel assignment

with a novel adaptive band graph coloring algorithm, which

is the first graph coloring algorithm that takes propagation

characteristics of multiple bands into account. This balances

reuse of higher frequencies with utilization of lower frequen-

cies. The channel assignment takes into account the current

trajectory and power constraints for each vehicle to adjust

the parameters of the graph coloring appropriately, resulting

in channel assignments for each vehicle using the method

outlined in Algorithm 1.

First, we calculate an initial interference power threshold

pthr using free-space path loss in Eq. (5), which specifies an

upper bound on allowed interference between any two UAVs

separated by distance d on the same channel f . The minimum

reuse distance for each frequency channel dreuse represents

the minimum allowed separation between two transmitters that

share a channel and is calculated using Eq. (6). While dreuse
may differ by channel, UAVs on any channel never receive an

interference signal with power higher than pthr provided they

maintain a separation of at least dreuse.

pthr = pt − L = Pmax + 20 log10

(

c

4πdf

)

(5)

dreuse(f) =
pthr

f2
(6)
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A graph can then be constructed for each frequency f using

the current trajectory endpoints as vertices V connected by

edges E for endpoints that are within distance dreuse(f) as

shown in Eq. (7) and (8). Edge endpoints cannot both be

assigned the frequency in consideration as doing so would

violate the minimum separation constraint given pthr.

Vf = qi[T ] ∀ i (7)

Ef = (qi[T ], qj [T ]) ∀ i, j, ||qi[T ], qj [T ]|| < dreuse(f) (8)

The proposed controller then attempts to assign as many

vehicles to the channel with highest reuse frequency as possi-

ble using the graph and a connected component subroutine

to prevent adjacent vertices from being assigned the same

channel. This process is repeated with the unassigned UAVs

on the next highest reuse frequency, and so on until either

all vehicles are assigned a channel or there are no channels

remaining. In the case that at least one vehicle is not assigned

a channel, a search with a lower pthr is required, which

decreases the reuse distance for every channel and therefore

leads to a lower amount of edges in G for every frequency.

For any configuration, there is guaranteed to be a finite p∗thr
where p∗thr is the largest pthr that produces a valid channel

assignment for every UAV. This is a desirable value for pthr
since this is the point where the interference level is as low as

possible and every UAV is assigned a channel. The approach

used in the controller is to start pthr at a high value (much

higher than a potential p∗thr) with an exponential decay on pthr
in the event of a failed channel assignment, multiplying it by

a factor of 0.99 at each failed iteration to relax the allowed

interference slightly. The strategy of decaying pthr in the event

of a failed assignment will always eventually reach a point

where pthr ≤ p∗thr, which guarantees a channel assignment

for every UAV. Locking in the channel assignments at the

point where pthr crosses p∗thr then minimizes interference

and maximizes frequency reuse. Assigning channels given a

single pthr is implemented in Algorithm 1, and this process

is repeated each time pthr is updated until a valid channel

assignment is found.

C. Trajectory and Power Control

The other objective of the proposed controller is trajectory

and power control given a channel assignment, which can be

solved for using a successive convex approximation. Without

loss of generality, the problem can be decomposed into

smaller instances of the trajectory and control problem on each

channel. The general approach for solving a single instance

of the trajectory and power control (TPC) problem can be

applied from [6], which implements joint trajectory and power

control assuming all vehicles share a single channel with

uniform propagation characteristics. The proposed controller

leverages previous work, specifically Equations 19-23 and

Algorithm 1 from [6] to maximize sum rate of information

transfer throughout time period T for each instance of the

TPC problem on each channel.

The lower bound of the rate function and optimization ob-

jective can be found in [6], which states that it is locally tight

Algorithm 1: Channel Assignment

Input: pi[t], qi[t], F, pthr
Output: fi[t]
Sort F for iteration in descending order

for f ∈ F do
Construct graph G(V,E) as in Eq. (7), 8

V excludes vehicles with assigned frequencies

Find all connected components cc in G using

visiting and flagging

for cc ∈ G do

while size(cc) > 0 do
Find vertex u with lowest degree in cc

fu[t] = f ∀ 0 ≤ t ≤ T

for v ∈ neighbors(u) do
G.remove(v)

end

Remove u from consideration on all F
end

end

end

and concave in pk[t] and qk[t]. The addition of frequency to

the interference term and change in rate objective calculation

do not impact the concavity of the function, so it maintains

the same properties for optimization as described in [6].

By maximizing the lower bounds on sum rates for each

frequency, a set of trajectories and powers for every UAV

is generated to maximize the sum rate objective given a

channel assignment. Furthermore, decomposing the problem

into subproblems speeds up computation of the successive

convex approximation algorithm, as the number of constraints

between UAVs is exponential in the problem size.

IV. RESULTS

In our evaluation of the proposed frequency-aware tra-

jectory power controller (FTPC), we deploy vehicles in a

simulated environment to communicate with a set of users and

optimize for the maximum sum rate of information transfer

over time period T . We compare the proposed controller

against instances of fixed channel joint trajectory and transmit

power controllers [6] as well as channel assignment algorithms

with fixed trajectories and powers such as FDMA and the

channel assignments similar to [7] with fixed trajectories and

powers to demonstrate how the proposed controller achieves

higher aggregate link capacity through both better frequency

reuse and interference reduction.

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters for FTPC Case Study and Comparisons

Parameter Description Value

Pmax Max power 30 dBm
N0 Noise floor -90 dBm
A Region bounds [-500 m, 500 m] for x, y

[0 m, 100 m] for z
hmin Min UAV height 100 m
F Freq channels [915 MHz, 2.4 GHz, 5.2 GHz]
B Bandwidth 10 MHz
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Fig. 2: Proposed FTPC implementation on case study (8 UAVs, 3 channels, 30 time steps), where color represents UAV freq

For all experiments, we refer to Table I for configuration of

default simulation parameters. Channels were selected from

ISM bands with the center frequency of each channel used

in calculation of loss characteristics. Since 30 dBm is the

maximum legal transmit power for 5 GHz bands in several

countries, we set it as the maximum power. In the following

simulation scenarios, we set the time horizon to 30 time steps.

Any remaining time after the vehicles reach a stable state is

used to send data at the highest rates possible, encouraging

fast convergence of all control variables to their final states.

A. FTPC Case Study

When running FTPC in an instance with 8 UAVs and 3

channels on different bands (5.2 GHz, 2.4 GHz, 915 MHz) in

a 1 km2 region, we demonstrate on a small case how channel

assignments, trajectories, and powers all work together to

produce an improved sum rate. In the scenario shown in Fig.

2b, four users are placed in a tight square at the top left of

the region, one user is placed at the top right, and three are

placed at the bottom right. Each UAV is colored by selected

frequency, with blue, green, and red corresponding to 5.2 GHz,

2.4 GHz, and 915 MHz respectively. All UAVs take off at the

bottom left of the region, with trajectories that end close to

the associated users.

The proposed channel assignment recognized that the

tightly clustered set of users in the square need to be assigned

to different channels, and utilized the lower frequencies avail-

able in 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz to do so. We also see that in

the bottom right cluster of users, the middle link is dropped to

2.4GHz to best reuse frequencies and reduce interference in

the cluster. 915 MHz would have been a poorer choice here

since it would interfere more heavily with the other 915 MHz

UAV than with the 2.4 GHz UAV due to the spacing of the

TABLE II: Sum rate comparisons for proposed and competing implementa-
tions on case study

Implementation Data Transferred (GB) Relative Performance

Fixed freq [6] 2.74 1.00x
FDMA [6] 3.48 1.27x
Fixed trajectory 6.90 2.52x
Proposed FTPC 8.77 3.20x

users. In Fig. 2a, we see how each vehicle contributes to the

overall sum rate. The UAV on 915 MHz experienced no cross-

interference and the two on 2.4 GHz experienced a low degree

of cross-interference, so they contributed greatly to the total

sum rate compared to the UAVs on 5.2 GHz. As shown in Fig.

2b, the trajectories of vehicles which share channels end in

hovering positions slightly offset from their associated users

due to the effects of cross interference, while the vehicles

on lower frequencies are able to hover more closely to the

associated users. Varying distances to users for different UAVs

sharing a channel can also affect the trajectory as seen in the

square of users in the top left, where one UAV arrives slightly

earlier, but is displaced a bit when the second UAV arrives and

starts increasing its transmission power. The UAVs sharing the

5.2 GHz channel had to coordinate their transmit powers as

they traveled towards the hovering positions, shown in Fig.

2c. While the UAV experiencing no cross interference on the

915 MHz channel was able to transmit on full power at all

times, the combination of mobility and cross-interference for

UAVs on the 2.4 and 5.2 GHz channels caused the transmit

powers of each UAV to change throughout the time it took

for the UAVs to reach their hovering positions.

B. FTPC Comparison to the State of the Art

As shown in the sum rates achieved by each implementation

on the case study in Table II, FTPC’s usage of trajectory

and power control given a channel assignment lead to higher

sum rates than competing approaches. Relative performance

is scaled in relation to the amount of data transferred by the

state of the art work with fixed channel assignments [6].

Overall, the fixed frequency trajectory power controller

from [6] has the lowest total rate over the mission as seen in

Table II with only 2.74 GB total of data transmitted due to the

high interference incurred when UAVs share the same channel.

The FDMA channel assignment with the trajectory power

controller from [6] is an improvement over this, but still under-

performs compared to controllers with higher frequency reuse.

Using a fixed trajectory with the proposed graph coloring

approach spreads channel allocations throughout the region,

reducing interference beyond pure trajectory and power con-
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TABLE III: Channel assignments for uniformly distributed UAVs
64 UAVs, 6 freqs 16 UAVs, 5 freqs

Freq (GHz) Num. UAVs Freq (GHz) Num. UAVs

5.22 33 5.22 8
5.20 18 5.20 3
5.18 8 5.18 3
2.437 3 2.412 1
2.412 1 0.915 1
0.915 1

trol. However, the full proposed FTPC controller achieves 8.77

GB transmitted due to its ability to tune both the trajectories

and powers in response to channel assignments as well as the

channel assignments in response to trajectories and powers.

This is a 27% improvement over the fixed trajectory controller,

and a 152% improvement over the state of the art trajectory

power controller [6] with FDMA channel assignments.

The proposed FTPC controller also speeds up trajectory and

power control relative to [6] by decomposing the problem

into smaller instances on each frequency. Since the number

of constraints is exponential in problem size, solving multiple

subproblems of smaller size for each frequency channel runs

faster than a large, single channel optimization problem. For

example, in this case the proposed FTPC controller had a

largest subproblem size of 5 compared to 8 in the trajectory

power controller [6], leading to 135% faster control.

C. Frequency Reuse

When compared to a trajectory and power controller with

fixed channel assignments [6] in the case study, it is clear that

the ability to coordinate frequency selection in FTPC leads to

a significant increase in the sum rate. Assigning all vehicles

to a single band, such as in a TDMA or FDMA scheme,

negatively impacts the transmission rate of each vehicle due

to a reduction in sub-band bandwidth for each additional

UAV. In comparison with the proposed controller (FTPC),

an FDMA scheme has no cross-interference which enables

full-power transmissions, but allocates lower bandwidth per

UAV. Although these two schemes both fully utilize the

available radio frequency spectrum at each time step, the

proposed controller with adaptive band channel assignment

has much higher frequency reuse and takes into consideration

the spacing and mobility of the UAVs at each time step,

leading to higher sum rates as shown in Table II.

In different scenarios with 16 UAVs uniformly distributed

throughout a region on 5 channels and 64 UAVs on 6 channels,

FTPC produces channel assignments as shown in Table III. As

seen there, FTPC appropriately allocates more UAVs to the

frequencies with higher reuse characteristics, while still taking

advantage of lower frequencies which can be assigned fewer

UAVs at similar interference levels.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a frequency-aware trajectory-power controller

(FTPC) for multi-UAV systems to solve a joint frequency,

trajectory, and power control problem. We split the problem

into channel assignment and trajectory-power control subprob-

lems and solved them using alternating optimization. Although

both are still NP-hard problems, channel assignment is solved

through a novel adaptive band graph-coloring frequency reuse

algorithm while trajectory-power control is solved by utilizing

successive convex approximation techniques. In simulation,

the proposed method resulted in 27% increased channel

capacity, 135% faster control, increased frequency reuse,

and increased interference reduction compared to controllers

which only use a subset of FTPC’s control variables.
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